WEGA MY CONCEPT
EVD- AUTOMATIC

M ORE AND M ORE GREEN LINE
Capacitive screen with ?mobile like? interface.
Introducing the Tutorials on screen. A user-friendly
guide that will help you step by step for: Washing the
groups, regenerating the filters, services, boiler water
replacement cycles, and opportunity to interact directly
with the service.
CREATE YOUR TASTE!

Choice of blend coffee tuning that will allow you, at any
time, to select your favorite coffee easily and quickly.
The possibility to memorize the specific extraction
settings, of a particular coffee blend or single origin, in
order to be able to re-access the memorized
parameters, at a later date. Each group is completely
independent: whereby it is possible to memorize
preferences and combinations, for simultaneous
selection by different operators. Once you have set
your parameters, and saved your preferences, the next
step is easy: just a simple touch, and you have all your
preferred recipes, instantly at hand. Possibility to
change the coffee drop height (spout tip to lower grid)
from 122mm to 82mm any time, thanks to a robust
stainless steel pull out grid Pre-setting of optional
functions, for managing the Wi-Fi package, allowing
control in remote mode (from laptop, tablet, and smart
phone) of all machine programming and functions.

STANDARD FEATURES
- Multiple Boiler Technology/ Individual Group Boilers
- LCD Touch Screen per Group
- Raised Groups
- Low Energy Consumption
- Certified Green
- High Safety Boiler
- Lever Operated Steam Wands
- Cool touch Steam Wands
- 4 programmable doses per group
- Wi Fi Technology/ USB upload ability/ Preference memorization

Voltage/ Boiler Size/ Heating Element/W x D x H
2 Gr ou p: 220 / 8 Lt / 4,400 watt/ 31.50" x 23.63" x 23.23"
3 Gr ou p: 220 / 13 Lt / 5,600 watt/ 40.95" x 23.63" x 23.23"
4 Gr ou p: 220 / 13 Lt / 7,100 watt/ 50.40" x 23.63" x 23.23"

